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KHUSHAL KHAN KHATTAK AND SWAT 

 
 

Khushal Khan Khattak was a prominent and versatile 
Pukhtun poet and prose writer. He was also a swordsman and 
being very loyal to the Mughals, he served them with full 
dedication like his ancestors against his fellow Yusufzai and 
Mandarn (commonly referred to as Yusufzai) Pukhtuns for a 
long time before he turned against the Mughals.     

 
Due to some disagreements and decreasing favours from 

the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb, Khushal Khan Khattak 
endeavoured to instigate the Pukhtun tribes against him. In this 
connection he visited Swat as well. He has praised Swat and its 
scenic beauty, and has made its comparison with Kabul and 
Kashmir in this respect but has reviled and condemned the 
people of Swat for various things and traits. 

 
In the course of his tour of Swat, Khushal Khan fell in 

certain controversies which led to serious disputes and debates 
with Mian Noor: a reverend religious figure in Swat at that time. 
This created fresh grudges between him and the people of Swat, 
and the Swati Yusufzai therefore did not support him in his 
campaign against Aurangzeb.  

 
Besides, the Swati people were in no conflict with 

Aurangzeb. Therefore it was not to be expected of them to make 
a common cause with a person who and his ancestors remained 
loyal to the Mughals and served them to their best against the 
Pukhtuns.  
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The diverging beliefs and subsequent debates between 

Mian Noor and Khushal Khan also contributed to the failure of 
Khushal Khan’s mission in Swat. Although he reviled both Mian 
Noor and the Swat people, in fact he was responsible for his 
failure in his mission in Swat by creating fresh controversies and 
debates and more so for his past credentials.  

 
This paper deal with and critically analyze Khushal 

Khan’s career, his contentions about Swat and the people of 
Swat of his time, and also his own pitfalls in this respect. 
 
Khushal Khan’s Carrier 

Khushal Khan Khattak (1613—1689) hailed from Akora 
Khattak, situated between Attock and Nawshehra, in the present 
day Khyber Pukhtunkhwa province of Pakistan. He was a 
renowned and versatile poet and prose writer. He is considered 
and generally recognized not only a man of letters or master of 
pen but also a swordsman and a warrior.  

 
Since his great-grandfather Malak Akor’s time his 

family remained loyal to the Mughal rulers of India. That was 
why they fought for the Mughal cause against the fellow 
Pukhtun tribes, viz. the Yusufzais and Mandanrs, to the best of 
their abilities. This created grudges, hate and enmity between the 
Khattaks and the Yusufzais-Mandanrs. His father, Shahbaz 
Khan, not only fought for the Mughals against the Yusufzais-
Mandanrs but also against other Pukhtun tribes, e.g. Bangash and 
Afridis, and it was as a result of the injuries he received in a war 
against the Yusufzais-Mandarns that Shahbaz Khan died.1

 
Khushal Khan succeeded his father as the chief of his 

tribe in 16412 and the Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan bestowed the 
chieftainship and mansab upon him.3 He too continued to serve 
the Mughals to his best against his fellow Pukhtun tribes which 
he has admitted in his poetry. For example he has said in this 
regard:  
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eaning: I was a deadly poison for the Yusufzais and wished 

 
nteresting ah Jahan asked him as to why he 

Khushal Kha

 
authorized b

 
 
 
 
M

nothing else in serving the Mughals but to kill and 
destroy them. I have killed numerous kingly youths 
that I regret now.    

ly, when Emperor ShI
continuously fights the Yusufzais, his reply was: Because they 
(the Yusufzais) are insubordinate and rebel of the Mughal 
government and that he (Khushal Khan) is its well wisher due to 
which he is fighting them.5  

 
In the war of succession between the sons of Shah Jahan, 

n did not side openly with any of the princes, but he 
also did not remain fully non-aligned. He favoured Aurangzeb 
and refused to assist his brother Dara Shikoh, due to personal 
grudges with Dara, because he had interceded with Shah Jahan 
for the Yusufzais to patch up.6 He recognized Aurangzeb’s rule 
and continued to serve him to his best and hence fought not only 
the Yusufzais-Mandanrs but also joined the Mughal forces 
against the Afridis and Orakzais in the battle of Tirah in 1659.7   

 
However, when Aurangzeb abolished some taxes not

y Islam including transit duty on food grain, one of 
the sources of revenue not only of the state but also for Khushal 
Khan—as his family collected it since his great-grandfather’s 
days—this allegedly became one of the reasons of dispute 
between Khushal Khan and Aurangzeb.8 The main reason 
however as asserted was the role played by Amir Khan—the new 
governor of the province of Kabul, of which this area was a 
part—and Khushal Khan’s uncles, which led to Khushal Khan’s 
imprisonment in January 1664.9  
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During this time of trial and tribulation, despite Khushal 

Khan’s previous anti-Yusufzais role, when the emperor ordered 
that his family be brought to the capital as hostage, the Yusufzais 
provided protection to them against the Mughals.10 Khushal 
Khan’s imprisonment and the orders to bring his family to Delhi 
as hostage made his relations with the Mughals muddy. 

 
 Interestingly, he was provided facilities in the 

confinement and was later freed in May 1666, but was not 
allowed to go back home and he joined the Mughal service in the 
court.11 When the governor of Kabul was changed and Mahabat 
Khan was appointed as the new governor, on Khushal Khan’s 
recommendation, he also was allowed to go home in 1668. 
However, in the meantime Khushal Khan became annoyed with 
Mahabat Khan due to the personal favours that he wished to 
receive from the emperor but Mahabat Khan, as perceived by 
Khushal Khan, became the hurdle.12

 
After his return from India, Khushal Khan remained 

loyal to Aurangzeb and Mahabat Khan sought his assistance 
against the Yusufzais, for which a hazari mansab and 
chieftainship of the Yusufzai areas was offered to him. He 
opposed the construction of a fort at Langarkot (now Garhi 
Kapura) and apprised Mahabat Khan of the impending troubles 
of his intending venture.13 For example, he told Mahabat Khan: 

 

14

Meaning: The expedition against the Yusufzais is tantamount to 
the castration of an ass, in which one get his hands 
dirty and his shirt torn/collars rent. 

And that: 
 

15
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Meaning: The construction of a fort at Langarkot will never 

serve your purpose, i.e. bringing the Yusufzais to 
Mughal subordination is not so easy. For that purpose 
you will have to occupy Swat, after which you can 
bring the plain Yusufzais to subordination, a great 
and difficult task indeed. 

 
Mahabat Khan ignored his counsels and went ahead with 

his plan. In the meantime, Muhammad Amin replaced Mahabat 
Khan as the governor of Kabul in 1670, who was Khushal 
Khan’s well wisher and benevolent. Therefore, it now devolved 
upon Muhammad Amin to face the rebellion of not only the 
Yusufzais’ but also of the Safis, Mohmands, Afridis and 
Shinwaris who rebelled under the leadership of Aimal Khan and 
Darya Khan.16  

 
In the battle, between the Mohmand, Shinwari and 

Afridi Pukhtun tribes and the Mughal forces under Muhammad 
Amin—fought in the Khyber area in the winter of 1671-72—
Khushal Khan fought to his best on the Mughal side but to no 
avail.17 The defeat and destruction of the Mughal forces at 
Khyber led to the replacement of Muhammad Amin by Mahabat 
Khan as the governor of Kabul. Mahabat Khan, who had served 
on the post twice previously, was friends with Khushal Khan. 
Mahabat Khan however, this time, conspired with Khushal 
Khan’s sons which not only again led to strained relations 
between the Mughals and Khushal Khan but also to continued 
fighting, in which even Khushal Khan’s family and the Khattaks 
were divided—some fighting for and some against the 
Mughals—and Khushal Khan was running from post to pillar for 
his survival.18

 
As is evident, Khushal Khan did not revolt against the 

Mughals even after his imprisonment and remained loyal 
thereafter too. It was when he was pushed to the wall and was 
left with no option but either to surrender or fight for his 
personal survival—as his own son Bahram Khan became his 
rival for the chieftainship and thus his tribe also divided—that he 
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took arms for the first time against the Mughals. His fighting 
against the Mughals, therefore, was not for the Afghan nang 
(Afghan honour/cause) as he has claimed in the following verse: 

 

 
19

Translation:  
 

I took up sword (against the Mughals) for the sake of the 
Afghan nang (honour)  
I, Khushal Khattak, am the esteemed of the age.   

 
It was just for his personal survival that he was fighting, 

to which he has tried to give the name of the Pukhtun nang.  
 
Bahadar Shah Zafar Kaka Khel endorses that it was due 

to his personal disgrace and un-acknowledgement of his personal 
and family services that broke Khushal Khan’s heart that was not 
to be remedied by gifts and rank.20 He moreover admits that the 
severed relation between Khushal Khan and Aurangzeb was due 
to personal reasons rather that ‘Pukhtun nang’.21 Similarly 
Khushal Khan’s following verse also speaks of his vanity: 

 

 
22

 
Meaning: I am alone in the cause of the Pukhtun honour and 

name, whereas the Yusufzais care less. 
 

It is to be noted that while the Yusufzais were fighting 
the Mughals for the “naam wo nang”, Khushal Khan was serving 
the Mughals wholeheartedly against the Pukhtuns. 

 
According to Allah Bakhsh Yusufi, Khushal 

Khan’s taking arms against the Mughals was neither for 
Pukhtun cause, nor did any national necessity made him 
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to oppose them and nor did the desire to expel the 
Mughals from the Pukhtun land guided him. He and his 
ancestors have remained loyal to the Mughals. The sole 
reason of the fury that erupted was taking revenge of 
personal grudges. He painted his personal opposition and 
revenge as a national one and aroused the tribesmen 
against the Mughals in which he made thousands of 
Pukhtun to be sacrificed in vain that brought no benefit 
to the Afghan millat.23

 
Khushal Khan’s Account of Swat 

In the aforesaid scenario, at his fall in favours of the 
Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb and his endeavours for his survival, 
Khushal Khan tried to instigate the Pukhtuns tribes against 
Aurangzeb and personally visited Swat to seek and enlist support 
of the Yusufzais of Swat against the Mughals.  

 
During his stay in Swat for seven months,24 he toured 

and observed its every aspect and later wrote a book entitled 
Swat Namah. He has praised its meadows, natural riches, scenic 
beauty, fertility, fragrant breezes, low prices, rich-past and so 
forth. For example comparing Swat with Kabul and Kashmir, he 
has said that the air of Swat is better than that of Kabul in 
summer and in pleasant climate it is like Kashmir but the pity is 
that compared to Kashmir, Swat is narrower.25 Referring to its 
springs, snow and climate, he has asserted that Swat is blessed 
with springs and rivulets of cold water as well as snow, that there 
is no hot winds in Swat nor do dust and other impurities, and that 
small rivulets flow from house to house in every village.26  

 
While referring to the abundance of the crop-yield and 

low prices, he has asserted that the people of Swat has no 
activity other than indulging in agriculture and reap rich harvest 
due to which the prices of the commodities fall so low that in 
mere paltry sum of two torah twenty guests can be served.27  

 
Praising the rich archaeological past of Swat, he has 

stated that it has great ancient minarets and monasteries, and 
remains of palatial houses and forts of great antiquity.28  
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While discussing different birds that were trapped and 

hunted, Khushal Khan has said that every year two to three 
hundred falcons are trapped. And while other types of game are 
limited, francolins are most common. The wild ducks are 
abundant in all the Swat River that are shot mercilessly by the 
amateurs. Although abundant previously, the wild sheep, goats 
and deer etc. are now reduced to the limit of extinction by the 
gunners.29 Besides, flies and fleas are common in Swat not to 
mention the bed-bugs (mangwanr) and swallow-bugs 
(barorra).30 Referring to the dogs and fowls Khushal Khan has 
asserted that in every house is as much dogs as are the household 
members and walk in their courtyards hundreds of fowls.31  

 
Khushal Khan has acknowledged the freedom of the 

Yusufzais of Swat by stating that they are neither subjects of any 
ruler nor they pay taxes to anybody.32 However, he is critical of 
them for his own reasons. In the course of speaking and praising 
the natural beauty and rich natural resources of Swat as well as 
its destruction by the Yusufzais, he has contended that “the 
natural beauty of Swat renders it suitable for the enjoyment of 
Kings and monarchs” but the Yusufzais has turned it “into a 
ruined inn”33; and that: “every place in Swat is worthy of King 
and Knights. But as there is no Sardar or chieftain in the region, 
it is just a country of crude mountain dwellings.”34 He moreover 
has asserted that Swat is suitable for the gardens of fruits and 
flowers and befitting for kings during summer time, and natural 
fountain-springs and waterfalls and cascade are everywhere over 
here as well as good cities and descent inns and markets but such 
a beautiful and praiseworthy country has been turned into mere 
meadows and grazing grounds by the Yusufzais.35  

 
Khushal Khan has said that he “studied the people of 

Swat in full depth” and has “analysed every group and individual 
thoroughly”.36 Referring to the frequent shifting of the 
population from one place to another, under the wesh37 system, 
he has stated that “they lose their properties due to ‘Hisk’ 
[drawing lots] year to year, and invade themselves without using 
force”.38 He has lamented that their men alone inherit property 
of their fathers and as soon as a person is buried his brother takes 
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his sister-in-law in wedlock by obligation; that in taking revenge 
they kill the person more valued and influential than the real 
murderer; and that all the mullas favour these injustices and evil 
acts.39

 
Putting a question mark on the religious bona fides and 

nang of the people of Swat, Khushal Khan has asserted that 
although they confess that they are Muslims, in practice they 
care less for religion40; and that he believed that Swat was 
inhabited by the Muslims but as now he discovered them, he 
learnt that they are all heathens.41 They have no idea of ‘Afghan 
nang’. As they are cowardice and lack courage, they avoid going 
to the battlefield and to fight bravely. Although they are not any 
good in warfare, yet they boast their bravery.42  

 
Khushal Khan has observed absence of government and 

leading head or chief; and the consequent dismal situation and 
ruinous state of Swat. In condemnation of the people, he has 
further stated that although rulers have once enjoyed here, the 
present occupants have no such calibre.43 He moreover has 
contended that though the Yusufzais are numerous but they are 
like herd of animals, so their number is useless.44 They live in 
dirty and stinking houses like some unclean and foul-smelling 
inn.45 They keep a number of grain-bins in their houses and are 
thus worse than the Hindus by storing the grains. The Baizi 
among them is socially mix-up with the noble people but the 
Khwajuzi are just money-minded.46

 
Khushal Khan has reviled the people of Swat because (in 

his estimation) they do not abide by their words and promises. 
They go after small gains, minor benefits and insignificant 
purposes and for minor reasons they are either pleased or 
displeased. They make friends just for personal gain, do not 
appreciate the value of honour and grace, and all are hen-pecked 
money-mongers. Besides, they tolerate the vanity, orders and 
undue expectations of their wives and obey whatever they 
command to them. They do not spend their wealth themselves 
but either the sheikh and mulla thrive upon it with his 
cunningness and conjure or is expended by their wives on 
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whomsoever they please. They engage their daughters in return 
for money and care little for the breed of the man.47  

 
Khushal Khan has moreover asserted that the people of 

Swat keep superficial friendship and can cause great damage to 
others for a minor personal gain. They even cause themselves 
great losses for small immediate benefits. They may be rich but 
eat bland food. They lack manners. The entire population is like 
some wild flock and all of them are malicious, extremely self-
centred and ego-centric.48 Their “yes” is not trustworthy, and 
their “no” may be. They make promises face to face which they 
do not abide and turn their back easily.49

 
Besides, they do work all the year round and never sit 

idle. Money is their faith and idol and they always long for gold 
and silver. They always try to turn one paisa into two by 
whatever means they can and all of them—male and female, 
young and old—are completely lost in it. They neither welcome 
a guest with open heart nor do they have any courtesy of words 
and kindness.50 If an aggrieved seeks justice from a malak, the 
other party can manipulate the malak with a rupee who turns the 
poor innocent into guilty.51

 
Condemning some other traits of the people of Swat, 

Khushal Khan has asserted that they do not use common sense 
and wisdom but believe in hearsay. They are engulfed by wrong 
manners and deeds and the wicked-ones are not properly 
punished. If someone cunningly becomes a doctor, no one will 
expose his falsehood. And if someone cunningly pretends to be 
an alim or darwaish (scholar or hermit) no one will worry about 
his bona fides.52 Besides, all the malaks and khans are fool like 
asses and all their religious alims and shaikhs (scholars and holy 
persons) are ignorant.53 The malaks fights with their brothers for 
the landed property and the property of their father is divided in 
small bits and pieces.54 Although the alims and shaikhs should 
do their work and the khans their’s, the Yusufzais mix them 
up.55 Their alims are all ignorant: neither are they scholars, nor 
educated, nor jurists. Their knowledge is limited to the basic 
books of fiqah, viz. Kanz and Quduri, but that too is superficial 
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and lacks the in-depth knowhow. They exploit their religious 
status and position for worldly gains caring not what is fair and 
unfair.56  

 
While condemning and reviling Mian Noor,57 especially, 

Khushal Khan has put question mark on his knowledge and 
beliefs.58  He has contended that it was Mian Noor who caused 
the failure of his mission of collecting lakhkars (lashkars) from 
Swat against the Mughals.59 He has moreover stated about Swat: 

 

 

 
60

Meaning: Two works are reputed in Swat, in public and in 
private: the Makhzan of (Akhun) Darwizah or the 
Daftar of Shaikh Mali. And two are nonexistent in 
Swat: those who call Ali (i.e. Shias) and those who 
attribute all the good things to Allah and the bad to 
themselves (probably referring to some sect or 
religion).  

 
Whereas at another place he has stated: 

 
 

 
61

 
Meaning: Makhzan of Darwizah and sheikhi and piri (priesthood 

and sainthood) of Mian Noor, and the third one is the 
khan-ship and chieftainship of Hamzah. All the three 
carry great value and respect in Swat. This I am not 
saying due to grudge but Allah knows it is so. 
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Analysis of Some Points 

As is evident from the aforesaid, Khushal Khan Khattak 
has praised some aspects of Swat such as the meadows, natural 
riches, scenic beauty, fertility, fragrant breezes, low prices, and 
rich past. At the same time he has criticized some of its aspects 
and has accused the people for not honouring the blessings and 
not acting in a manner required of them which Swat deserves. He 
has also criticized the social and religious evils, the khans, pirs, 
faqirs, and mullas, alike, for their behaviour, misconduct, 
unworthiness and abusing their status, power and prestige for the 
worldly gains, and the ignorance, religious beliefs, violation of 
Islamic laws as well as not honouring ‘Pukhtun nang’ by 
forming a lakhkar and taking arms on his side against the 
Mughals.  

 
Some of Khushal Khan’s contentions are sound. For 

example his analysis of the drawbacks of the wesh system (no 
doubt, it was instituted in good faith and was ideal in that time 
and circumstances); giving no share in inheritance to the female 
heirs; the wedlock with the in-laws by the brothers or other near 
male agnates of the deceased; and killing not the real murderer in 
revenge but a person of his family more influential or valued. 
His condemnation of the role of the malaks and khans (e.g. their 
bribery and exploiting their status for personal gains) and the 
religious persons (e.g. exploiting their status for worldly gains) is 
also justifiable. Similarly, his this contention that the people of 
Swat do not use common sense and wisdom but believe in the 
hearsay; that they are engulfed in wrong manners and deeds and 
that the wicked-ones are not properly punished; that if someone 
becomes a doctor by cunning no one expose his falsehood; and 
that if someone cunningly pretends to be an alim or darwaish 
(scholar or hermit) no one worry about his bona fides, also carry 
weight.  

 
However, Khushal Khan’s all contentions and assertions 

are not sound; and his prejudices can easily be inferred. For 
example all the aforesaid vices, save the wesh system, were not 
specific for Swat only. Most of the vices Khushal Khan has 
enumerated and talked about Swat and the people of Swat were 
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found and prevalent in other Pukhtun areas as well, some of 
them in a greater degree than Swat. For example taking money 
by the bride’s family from the bridegroom’s family was 
prevalent in other areas with greater intensity. Besides, this 
money, on the whole, was rather spent on bride’s marriage 
arrangements and other paraphernalia (and therefore a female’s 
marriage was not a burden for her family as is these days, as in 
this way all the marriage expenses were borne by the 
bridegroom’s family).  

 
Khushal Khan’s reviling the people of Swat for not 

looking into the breed of the person to whom they marry their 
daughter and sister is justified by establishing matrimonial 
relation with Khushal Khan; as Malak Malu Khan’s daughter 
(Malak Hamzah Khan’s sister) was married to Khushal Khan in 
total disregard of Khushal Khan and his family’s past anti-
Yusufzai and pro-Mughal role, and hence his breed.  

 
Khushal Khan has condemned the people of Swat for 

hard work, which is not condemnable but a praiseworthy trait. 
As far his condemnation of the division of land among the 
brothers is concerned, it was due to their being owners of the 
land. The practice was perhaps strange for Khushal Khan 
because the land in his country was recognized ownership of the 
rulers and they granted it in jagirs (fiefs) to whom they wished 
and was resumed from whom they wished. There is a significant 
difference between an owner and a fief-holder (he himself was a 
fief-holder and not an owner). 

 
Khushal Khan’s reviling the people of Swat for not 

being hospitable is also not justifiable. His misconception is 
perhaps due to his long stay of seven months in Swat. A person 
who stays for a long period is never considered a guest and so is 
treated or served like the family members in routine. And a 
Pashto saying about a guest who stays for long is:  
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Meaning that when a guest’s stay exceeds three days he becomes 
unwanted like Satan.  

 
More importantly a guest like Khushal Khan, who 

remained pro Mughals and anti Yusufzais for most of his life, 
would have been entertained as guest as obligation of the 
Pukhtun code of life but certainly not very warmly. 

 
As far the religious bona fides of the people of Swat 

questioned by Khushal Khan is concerned, the same was the case 
also with the other Pukhtuns. His condemnation of some other 
traits of the people of Swat, e.g. the lack of manners, superficial 
friendship, causing great losses to others for minor self interest, 
tolerating vanity and obeying orders of their wives and so forth, 
also do not withstand hundred percent scrutiny. These are 
remarks and contentions of a person who left Swat in rage and as 
a failed person, and who’s personal famous saying is:  

 
  

 
(meaning: Indian hemp will never become useful wood and 
Khattak would never learn how to behave). This has taken the 
form of a Pashto proverb. 

 
Similarly, Khushal Khan has asserted:  
 

 
62

Translation: Any stray Mughal who enters Swat, turns to become 
a prince and everyone from amongst the people of 
Swat long for rank and status from him. 

 
And that: 
 

 
63
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Translation: They who tremble at the sight of a dying chicken, 
cannot be expected to get into the field with 
drawn-out swords. 

 
And that: 
 

 
64

 
Meaning: As if a stone storm will hit his wife if a Swati youth 

left his bed (meaning went out of Swat).  
 

These verses are clear testament of Khushal Khan’s 
unfounded allegations and absurd contentions, as neither Swat 
remained under Mughal suzerainty, despite Akbar’s attempt, nor 
did any Mughal had come to Swat nor the people of Swat sought 
Mughal services. And the people of Swat gallantly fought the 
Mughal forces for years during Emperor Akbar reign, who sent 
Mughal forces into Swat, and not only made a failure of the 
Mughal attempt but continually maintained their independence.65 
They never served the Mughals like Khushal Khan and his 
family nor longed for ranks and status from them. He himself 
also has asserted at another place: 

 

 
66

 
Meaning: Long live the Yusufzais—lions of both plain and hills. 
 

He has condemned all the people of Swat and has 
written what came to his heart, as he himself has admitted. He 
has condemned the rituals of the area and has laid undue 
allegations. However his own writings speak of his prejudices 
and absurdities; and contradictions are visible. One can find the 
true picture in-between his writings about Swat.67 Rahim Shah 
Rahim has aptly asserted: 
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68

 
Meaning: All what he has said is hate and sardonic, and the tone 

is greatly harsh. In his estimation he has ousted all the 
people of Swat from Islam. He has counted all the 
vices of the world and has linked them with the 
Swatis. All profession or religion or customary law 
prevalent in Swat have been condemned and reviled 
by Khushal Khan.  

 
And that: 
 

 
69

 
Meaning: And subsequently he wrote Swat Namah, all stained by 

abuses. 
 

The main reason of Khushal Khan grudges against and 
reviling the Yusufzais of Swat was their not taking arms at his 
behest and fighting the Mughals, although some did so. But, in 
this respect, he has undue expectation which is evident from his 
following verse.   
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70

 
Meaning: If you Khushal ought to fight for the nang, you have to 

look to Swat, for Khattak lakhkar is of no worth. 
  

The Swat Yusufzais have their own grounds for such a 
course of action and policy. They could not side with him, 
because relations between Aurangzeb and their brethren—the 
Yusufzais of the plain area—had already become cordial. Mian 
Noor’s role, because of divergence in his and Khushal Khan’s 
viewpoint and beliefs, also contributed to the failure of Khushal 
Khan’s mission in Swat, for which he has reviled both Mian 
Noor and the people of Swat.71 But he has to be blamed for it. 
He visited Swat for making the Yusufzais his allies but instead 
he caused unnecessary controversies and debates by objecting to 
and criticizing Akhun Darwizah’s beliefs, stature and also his 
book Makhzan as well as Mian Noor’s.72 Surprisingly enough, a 
time which Khushal Khan should have spent in battlefield or 
swiftly convening Swati Yusufzais to fight for a cause, was 
instead wasted (long seven months) in touring, hunting, debates, 
creating controversies and unwanted grudges with the people and 
leaders (both religious and mundane) of Swat.  

 
Khushal Khan uses his own yard stick of love and hate. 

While condemning Mian Noor, Khushal Khan says that it is not 
him but his heart to speak against Mian Noor; and his heart is 
unlike others; and that when his heart judges someone as good, 
he can never be called bad, and that those who his heart rejects, 
shall be rejected as such.73 That was why the Mughals were good 
as far as he was in their good books and the Pukhtuns (including 
Yusufzais), who opposed the Mughals, were bad and hence 
deserved to be beheaded, effaced from the surface of the earth 
and domes made of their skulls. And when he turned against 
Mughals, the Mughals became the lot to be beheaded, destroyed 
and effaced from the surface of the earth and the Yusufzais to be 
made allies and befriended in self-interest. Besides, Rahim Shah 
Rahim has negated Khushal Khan’s contention about Mian 
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Noor’s stature and education and has asserted that Mian Noor 
acquired education in Lahore, Sultanpur and Delhi, stayed in 
Makkah and Madinah for years and has great services for the 
cause of Islam.74

 
On the one hand Khushal Khan proudly contends that: 
 

 
75

 
Meaning: I am better than any Pukhtun who is in the service of 

the Mughal, should you have any wisdom. 
 
He however previously foresaw his future in Mughal 

services as he has admitted: 
 

 
76

 
Meaning: I believed that in Mughal service I will make the 

saddles of my horses of gold and their shoes of silver. 
  

And later when things go wrong, he curses all those 
Pukhtuns serving with Mughals. He moreover has admitted 
poetically that he has killed thousands Pukhtuns—Orakzi, 
Bangash and Yusufzi—for the Mughals so much so that the 
animals used to walk over their dead bodies and even now there 
are heaps of their skulls, and in Attock and Peshawar one can 
still see their skull-towers in existence.77 And he himself has 
said: and then suddenly Pukhtuns rose against the Mughals once 
again and this reminded him of his revenge against the 
Mughals.78 He has admitted that it was not he but Emperor 
Aurangzeb who severed the relations with him.79 However, as 
said earlier, all his sons and the Khattak did not side with him, 
and hence is his assertion that: 
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80

 
Meaning: Do not make complains of others, when your own sons 

are disgusted of you and don’t side with you in nang. 
  

Khushal Khan has spoken of the support that the 
Yusufzais promised81 but has also condemned them, terming 
them lazy in the cause of nang.82 His condemnation is not 
justified. As a matter of fact, a person who not only himself but 
his ancestors too served the Mughals, for generations, against the 
same fellow Pukhtun Yusufzais, could not be trusted by the 
Yusufzais without reservations. He personally has admitted: 

 

 
83

 
Meaning: No Afghan was ever so loyal to the Mughals as I was. 
 
And that: 
 

 
84  

 
Meaning: I was loyal to Mughals whereas the Yusufzais were 

rebel. That made my going Swat so difficult. 
 

Khushal Khan, therefore, should not have expected 
unquestioned support and alliance of his former enemies.  

 
But despite all these when he came to Swat, a jargah or 

meeting was held in Damghar and the Swat Yusufzais pardoned 
his past deeds and promised to take arms and form lakhkars in 
his support against the Mughals.85 It was his revile and sardonic 
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remarks about a copy of Akhun Darwizah’s book Makhzan that 
turned the tide86 and the core issue of forming lakhkars and 
fighting the Mughals went into the background. Basically, he 
was not a good politician and has stumbled at each and every 
step. He moreover did not know the politics of Swat.87 His 
undiplomatic and unwise behaviour and stand even divided the 
khans and malaks into two blocks, viz. one siding with Mian 
Noor and the other with him.88 Instead of having been 
diplomatic and polite and accepting the counsels of his friends 
and well-wishers, he was taken over by emotions which ruined 
all his previous efforts and the main purpose for which he was in 
Swat.89  

 
Hamesh Khalil also has evaluated Khushal Khan’s pit-

falls and shortcomings in this regard and has contended that for 
achieving alliance of the Yusufzai of Swat he was required to 
concentrate all his efforts on the completion of his mission rather 
than indulging in activities that were to be counterproductive. 
Instead of controlling his temper, in fury, he went beyond 
moderation which directly resulted in his failure.90 Bahadar Shah 
Zafar Kaka Khel has said that Khushal Khan was extremist by 
nature.91

 
While dealing with Khushal Khan’s approach to the 

Yusufzais for an alliance against the Mughals, Olaf Caroe has 
stated that “with the Yusufzais he failed, and failed completely”. 
He has asserted that this “failure was more or less inevitable, it 
was rooted in history”.92 Because, 
 

The Khataks had basked in Mughal smiles when the empire 
was fighting the Yusufzais; they had taken advantage of the 
imperial aid to occupy large slices of Yusufzai territory. 
Now that the Khataks were out of favour, the Yusufzais saw 
no reason to help them — very much the reverse. Khushhal 
himself seemed unable to see this; he merely scorned the 
Yusufzais as cowards and opportunists. Some of the verses 
he wrote about them are amusing, but their colour has to be 
corrected with this in view. In Khushhal’s eyes they were 
double-dyed villains, first because they were hereditary foes 
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and secondly because, when he approached them, they 
would not play.93

 
Interestingly, the people of Swat had no conflict of interest 

with Aurangzeb. They were neither his subject nor neighbours. 
Neither Aurangzeb has made attempt against Swat like his great-
grandfather Emperor Akbar nor did he usurp their independence. 
There was no ground and logic for the people of Swat to take 
arms at the instigation and behest of a person, although some did 
so, against Aurangzeb, who not only remained loyal to the 
Mughals but served them to his best against the interests of the 
Pukhtuns and particularly anti Yusufzais in his past career; and 
“whose father, grandfather and great grandfather have died 
fighting the Yusufzais”94 for the cause of the Mughals.  

 
While evaluating the causes of why the Yusufzais did 

not take arm and side with Khushal Khan against the Mughals, 
Bahadar Shah Zafar Kaka Khel has stated that one of the reasons 
was that the enmity between the Yusufzais and the Khattaks was 
quite old and, despite the relations becoming somewhat friendly 
after Khushal Khan’s imprisonment, its roots had spread quite 
deeper.95 Besides, Khushal Khan himself has openly admitted 
his personal and of his father and grandfathers’ loyalty and 
services to the Mughals and was proud for them.96  

 
Significantly, despite all these, the Swat Yusufzai 

apparently kept the past grudges and grievances aside, but he 
turned the tide by causing fresh unnecessary controversies, 
debates and disputes. Hence the people of Swat were quite 
justified for not joining hands with Khushal Khan to form a 
lakhkar against the Mughals and that it was Khushal Khan’s past 
history and his behaviour in Swat that caused his failure to win 
the Yusufzai of Swat (although some formed a lakhkar and 
attacked a Mughal fort). 
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